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Molecular energy transfer processes at solid surfaces are profoundly important, influencing trap-
ping, desorption, diffusion, and reactivity; in short, all of the elementary steps needed for surface
chemistry to take place. In this paper we review recent progress in our understanding of energy trans-
fer at surfaces with a particular emphasis on those phenomena, which are peculiar to solids with
delocalized electronic structure, e.g. electronically nonadiabatic energy transfer. This area of study
represents an area requiring significant extensions of our theoretical understanding, which is largely
based on density functional theory. This review provides an overview of some of the experimental
and theoretical tools presently being used in this field and a description of several illustrative exam-
ples of work that have helped to shape our understanding.
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Kelvin1. Background and history including previous reviews
In championing the ‘‘dynamic theory of heat” being researched by Joule in 1872, Wil-
liam Thomson (Lord Kelvin – Fig. 1) admitted that prior to 1847: ‘‘I did not. . .know that
motion is the very essence of what has hitherto been called matter”. Joule’s work on the
mechanical equivalent of heat and the scientific movement he belonged to radically chan-
ged our view of the interconnected scientific concepts of heat [1], energy and motion [2],
from a material theory concerning the flow of a hypothetical ‘‘caloric” fluid to a dynamical
view subject to the laws of mechanics. With the acceptance of descriptions of heat as ‘jig-
gling atoms’, one may find the rumblings of notions that are now at the heart of the field
that would eventually become known as molecular energy transfer.
Indeed, we may trace back the origins of this field even further. While Thomson’s bless-
ing of the dynamic theory of heat in the second half of the 19th century was a crucial step
in its acceptance by the general scientific community – he was knighted in 1866 and was to
become president of the influential Royal Society in 1890 – it was the Dutch-born math-
ematician Daniel Bernoulli more than 100 years prior (Fig. 2), who clearly formulated an
early version of the kinetic theory of gases, and laid down the idea of heat in terms of the
motion of atoms [3]. Essential to his contributions, was an analytic derivation of Boyle’s
empirical law (at constant T, PV = const.) based on the insight that pressure on a surface
is produced by the collisions of molecules against the walls of its container. This may be
the first and is certainly one of the most profoundly important instances of scientific anal-
ysis of the interactions of atoms and molecules at solid surfaces, the topic of this review.
Fig. 1. ‘‘. . .Motion is the very essence of what has hitherto been called matter.” – Lord Kelvin.
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point of view using tools that Bernoulli, Joule and Thomson could never have dreamed of
– opening our mind’s eye to view the world of ‘caloric motion’ with an astonishing level of
detail and precision. Observations of macroscopic phenomena are now routinely cast in
terms of explanations of microscopic motion and indeed, it is the Bernoullian ambition
of obtaining an understanding of the atomistic mechanics that animates the spirit of the
field to this day, even when our ideas of (quantum) mechanics have likewise been radically
altered.
Irving Langmuir, the first industrial researcher to win the Nobel Prize, helped to estab-
lish the technological importance of surface chemistry; certainly, providing much addi-
tional motivation to the field of molecular energy transfer at surfaces during the last
100 years. See Fig. 3. Indeed, an atomistic understanding of energy transfer at surfaces
is essential to the intellectual infrastructure needed to support the study of such processes
as: sticking, diffusion, dissociation, desorption – in short, all of the elementary steps
needed to describe surface chemistry.
This writing finds research on energy transfer dynamics at interfaces extraordinarily
rich and diverse. A conservative estimate suggests about 100 papers per year are now being
published in this field in major internationally recognized journals. Indeed the task of
reviewing the field is a daunting one; the development of the field is rapid with new
Fig. 2. The title page of Daniel Bernoulli’s hydrodynamica, an early discussion of energy transfer at surfaces.
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within this field include:
 State-to-state beam-surface scattering.
 Electron mediated energy transfer.
 Collision or reaction induced electron- and/or photo-emission.
 Tunneling electron induced motion of adsorbates.
 Electronic sensors of chemical energy.
Fig. 3. Let there be light – Irving Langmuir’s deep atomistic understanding of surface dynamics enabled him to
perfect the incandescent light bulb. By reversing Edison’s thinking of seeking an improved vacuum, Langmuir
filled the bulb with N2, solving the infamous ‘blackening problem’.
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 Gas/liquid-surface scattering.
 Molecular interactions with self-assembled monolayers and other soft-surfaces.
 Laser driven surface photochemistry and photo-desorption.
 Ion scattering from surfaces.
To name only some of the most obvious. One might ask how such diversity might be
put into proper context. One approach might emphasize those aspects which tend to make
energy transfer at surfaces unique; that is, distinct from energy transfer in gas-phase col-
lisional encounters. Such an approach might emphasize the unique energy baths character-
istic of solids, specifically, phonons and electron–hole pairs (EHPs). Whereas energy
transfer between small molecules is reasonably described by quantum dynamics within
the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, phonons may often be treated with classical
mechanics. The energy exchange to and from EHPs, however, represents a fundamental
breakdown of the Born–Oppenheimer approximation.
Conversely, an alternative unifying context might explore the extent to which the
concepts of molecular interactions in gas-phase bimolecular collisions can be extended
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by many scientists in this field, if for no other reason than the tools, especially the theo-
retical ones, needed to implement this strategy are readily available. For example, elec-
tronic structure calculations, especially using density functional theory, predict
reasonably accurate interaction potentials, especially when periodic boundary conditions
can be applied, such as for molecules interacting with a metal surface. See Fig. 4 which
depicts work from Ref. [4]. Such calculations are typically carried out by freezing all of
the atoms in the solid surface (neglect of phonons). Moreover, DFT being a ground state
theory neglects excited EHPs. Such theoretical methodologies have advanced to the point
where fully quantum mechanical calculations in up to six dimensions can be carried out
and the first 7D calculations are to be expected soon. Mixed quantum-classical dynamical
simulations provide avenues for extension to even more degrees of freedom.
As we shall see, a recurring theme of research in this field concerns observations of the
special role of electron mediation in energy transfer in molecule–surface encounters. The
availability of low energy electronic excitations, especially when the solid is a metal or low
band gap semiconductor, makes such behavior common and easy to observe. This places
severe demands on theory, especially for the commonly employed DFT. First of all, the-
oretical treatments beyond DFT are necessary for calculating excited electronic properties.
More advanced theories such as the time-dependent DFT and the GW can be applied to
calculate the excited electronic states of solids, but are still in an early stage of develop-
ment and require much larger computational resources [5–7]. Furthermore, while its suc-
cess in surface chemistry is indisputable, there are certain classes of chemical processes that
are notoriously badly described by DFT, one of which is charge transfer chemistry. This is
a result of several factors most fundamentally though, that electrons undeniably possess
particle like behavior, whereas DFT treats them as a fluid. For example, Unless con-Fig. 4. Periodic boundary conditions allow the calculation of extended systems like this one: NH3 adsorbed on
Ni(111). Only the top layer of Ni atoms is shown. Image used courtesy of Professor Lauri Halonen University of
Helsinki. See Ref. [4].
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possessesing half an electron! While DFT will certainly continue to grow in importance for
surface chemistry applications and there exist already charge and spin constrained versions
[8–11], which seek to overcome these problems. It is clear that additional development
within DFT will be needed and indeed, fundamentally different approaches are likely to
be adopted before we arrive at a predictive theory of surface chemistry. Thus, while this
review will not make a serious attempt to cover the theoretical literature relevant to the
title field, it is hoped that the experimental phenomenology covered here will provide inspi-
ration and challenge to the next generation of theoretical chemists.
The plan of this review is as follows. First, we present a section on the background and
context of field. This section is a brief overview of selected results designed to provide the
reader with a working knowledge of the tools being used by researchers in this field. While
this section is less than complete, we hope the value of providing a larger context is valu-
able. The second section of the article goes into more detail and emphasizes more recent
results that have shaped our understanding. We bias this paper toward experimental work
and moreover experimental work using molecular beams methods. The authors are all
molecular beams experimentalists and have chosen to remain close to home in defining
the charter of this paper. Furthermore, undeniably, these methods have and are playing
an important role in advancing the field. Nevertheless, most of the experiments described
in this review are important because they demand development of new theoretical methods
for treating dynamical surface phenomena. In this context, we do take some liberty in pro-
viding opinions and speculation about the future of theoretical developments in this field.
Of course, this review is by necessity incomplete. The field of molecular energy transfer
at surfaces is remarkably rich and interwoven with many different phenomena. The reader
might be understandably dissatisfied with our limited efforts to provide an overview and a
context for this vast field. Fortunately, others have provided similar contributions to this
one and the reader is referred to that additional review literature not otherwise cited below
[12–27].
2. Approaches to the study of electronically nonadiabatic molecule–surface interactions
2.1. Infrared linewidths
There have been many experimental approaches to the observation of molecular energy
transfer at solid surfaces. One of the first employed was infrared spectroscopy, whose
application to surface dynamics has been thoroughly reviewed; see for example [28]. These
experiments seek to extract the homogeneous line-profiles from an adsorbate’s infrared
spectrum, obtained for example in absorption, reflection, or by means of a photo-acoustic
signal. It is important to recognize that even a carefully prepared surface may be highly
inhomogeneous exhibiting binding at terraces, step-edges etc. Furthermore, the sensitivity
of IR spectra to the local structural environment makes its inhomogeneous character com-
plex, in principle information-rich, and highly non-trivial. See, for example, the use of high
resolution IR spectroscopy to distinguish Si–H bonding at terraces versus steps (Fig. 5)
and the use of such knowledge to analyze silicon wet-etching [29]. Thus it can be difficult
to extract accurate homogeneous line widths from IR spectra of adsorbates. Despite this,
infrared line-shapes have provided useful evidence of vibrational coupling of adsorbates to
phonons, EHPs and to other adsorbate vibrations [30–35]. For example, Ryberg reported
Fig. 5. Infrared absorption spectrum for H-terminated Si(111) under four (a,b,c,d) different etching conditions.
Mode A is identified as a terrace Si–H stretch. All others are associated with S–H stretches at various stepped
defect sites. From Ref. [29].
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tional relaxation [30]. Such large linewidths could not be explained without invoking the
vibrational coupling to the electronic motion of the solid [36,37]. Similar studies were also
carried out for CO or NO on Pt and Ni [38–42]. A theory of mechanical coupling of CO
stretch to hindered rotations was found to agree well with experimentally derived lifetimes
for CO on Ni [38]. While this approach to the analysis of energy transfer at surfaces should
not be underestimated, it is no substitute for direct measurements of vibrational lifetimes.2.2. Direct measurement of vibrational lifetimes
Perhaps the first direct measurement of the lifetimes of vibrationally excited adsorbates
came from studies of O–H (and other) moieties present on high surface-area colloidal silica
and zeolites [43–47]. This work showed, for example, OH (v = 1) possessed a lifetime of
hundreds of ps, which became substantially shorter when the silica was immersed in com-
mon solvents. An important outcome of this work was the clear demonstration that the
interpretation of infrared linewidths (i.e. due the difficulties mentioned above concerning
distinguishing between homogeneous and inhomogeneous linewidths) can indeed lead to
serious errors.
A beautiful early and very clean measurement of adsorbate lifetimes came from infrared
emission of CO from NaCl (Fig. 6), proving that energy transfer from the high frequency
CO stretch to the low frequency phonons of the solid in this physisorbed system occurs on
the ms time scale or slower [48–50]. Also about this time, ultrafast pump-probe experi-
Fig. 6. The infrared emission of CO adsorbed on NaCl. Coupling of CO vibration to solid phonons is so
inefficient, that the ms timescale emission is easily observed. Adapted from Chang, H.C. and G.E. Ewing,
Infrared fluorescence from a monolayer of CO on NaCl(100), see [50].
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bates on semiconductors and metals. Highlights of this field include experiments showing
that Si–H vibrations on a H-terminated Si(111) surface can live for as long as ns [62–65]
while CO vibrational relaxation on copper occurs in only a few ps [66].
A particularly beautiful example of what can be achieved with ultrafast pump-probe
technique is the IR-pump/sum-frequency-generation-probe (IR/SFG ultrafast pump-
probe) experiments on H-terminated Si [62–65]. Due to the narrow IR line widths for this
surface, it is possible to assign specific spectral features to Si–H excitation for H-bonding
at terraces and at step-edges, including distinguishing mono-hydride versus di-hydride ter-
minated steps. Furthermore one can selectively pump these surface vibrations. This
allowed direct measurements of interadsorbate vibrational energy flow between Si–H
stretching modes on hydrogen-terminated, stepped vicinal H/Si(111) surfaces using a
two-color ps infrared method, in which one vibrational mode is pumped by a resonant
infrared pulse and, to observe energy transfer, other vibrational modes are probed by vib-
rationally resonant SFG. The experiments suggest that interadsorbate energy transfer
competes efficiently with slow multi-phonon energy relaxation to the substrate. Relaxation
to electronic degrees of freedom is not considered important as the vibrational energy lies
in the band gap. Using a kinetic model to analyze the time dependencies, it is found that
fast relaxing dihydride-terminated steps (60–120 ps lifetime) drain a large fraction (ca. 2/3)
of the terrace Si–H mode energy and the terrace mode intrinsic lifetime is derived to ca.
1.4 ns. The model is consistent with terrace-to-step energy transfer by dipole–dipole cou-
pling between Si–H oscillators. The relatively slow dissipation of vibrational energy to the
solid Si surface may be responsible for recent observations of laser driven surface chemis-
try on hydrogen terminated Si [67]. Here, an infrared free electron laser was used to drive
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strong isotope effect was observed in favor of H2 over D2 which is not seen in thermal pro-
grammed desorption. Unfortunately, the mechanism for this observation remains unclear
[68,69].
2.3. Electronic friction theory and the Newns–Anderson model
In the examples above, the dynamic range of vibrational relaxation lifetimes spans at
least nine orders of magnitude from molecules physisorbed on simple insulators (lifetimes
in the ms range) to covalent bonding on a semiconductor (ns) to weak bonding at a metal
(ps). While it is premature to say we have a full theoretical understanding of vibrational
lifetimes (and more generally energy transfer) of adsorbates on solid surfaces, it would
be a failing of this review not to point out two particular theoretical approaches that have
been remarkably successful: molecular dynamics with electronic friction [15] and the
Newns–Anderson theory [70–72].
In molecular dynamics with electronic friction, which is built on a significant body of
prior work [73–86], a generalization of classical adiabatic molecular dynamics is made
for nuclear motion on a continuum of potential-energy surfaces, meant to describe adsor-
bate dynamics at a metal surface. In this situation, the Born–Oppenheimer approximation
fails, since for any molecular motion – such as vibrations, rotations, or translations – there
are resonant electronic excitations of the metal. Such excitations are often highly delocal-
ized, however, so that the continuum of electronic potential-energy surfaces on which
nuclear motion occurs are all of similar shape, and can be replaced by a single, effective
potential. Nonadiabatic energy exchange between nuclear and electronic degrees of free-
dom is then represented by frictional and fluctuating forces on the nuclei, and no explicit
electronic dynamics are required [87]. It is also a major advantage that the friction coeffi-
cients used in this theory can be calculated with ab initio methods; see for example Ref.
[88]. Using this approach the vibrational lifetime of the CO stretch adsorbed to
Cu(100) was calculated to be 2 ps with electronic frication and >1000 ps without [89].
Other vibrations including the CO–M stretch, the CO frustrated-rotation and the transla-
tion were all found to be strongly influenced by electronic frictional dissipation. This work
was later extended using friction coefficients calculated from DFT for CO on other metals
and for CN and NO suggesting the generality of electronic frictional dissipation of adsor-
bate vibration [90]. Good agreement with experiment is found where it is available.
Due to its relatively transparent nature and relative ease of implementation, the friction
theory has become the de facto theory of first resort to help interpret experimental findings
especially on metals, see for example interpretation of experimental work on the vibra-
tional energy transfer of H2 and N2 to metals [91–93]. The friction theory was also used
to evaluate the role of EHP excitation on trapping and surface diffusion for CO on
Cu(100), concluding that it contributed only about 10% to the sticking probability and
had negligible effect on the diffusion coefficient [94]. An earlier version of a friction like
theory suggested that EHP excitation could play a significant role in H2 diffusion on met-
als [74,77] and in electron transfer at metal electrodes [95]. The friction theory has also
found success in modeling ultrafast laser induced diffusion [96] and desorption [97–99].
Despite its success and reasonably wide use, two points are worth noting. First, a much
broader effort to apply this theory would be helpful. Up to now, only a handful of surfaces
and adsorbates have been analyzed within a friction based approach. It is thus still too early
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weak coupling approximation and assume interactions with highly delocalized electronic
states, which justifies the use of an effective potential. Thus, there will be a class of phenom-
ena that are fundamentally nonadiabatic to which friction theories cannot be applied,
namely those with strong coupling and those that interact with localized electronic states.
Situations like this appear to include all forms of charge transfer and it would seem that
other approaches will be needed for many important cases, see for example Ref. [100].
A second theoretical approach also warrants more detailed exposition due to its fre-
quency of use and comparative success: namely the Newns–Anderson model of molecule
surface interactions. The reader is also referred to three reviews in particular that provide
more in-depth reading on this subject [70–72]. The so-called Anderson Hamiltonian [101]
developed to describe localized magnetic states in metals, was employed first by Newns
to describe H-atom bonding to metals [102]. This one-dimensional time-independent model
is remarkably successful in capturing many key ideas necessary to understand covalent
bonding at surfaces. In this model (Fig. 7), the adsorption is modeled by only three terms:
(i) the energy-dependent density of states (DOS) of the adsorbent, q0(e), (ii) the discrete
adsorbate state at an energy ea, and (iii) a coupling strength jVj. q0(e) and jVj may both
be modeled simply using analytic functions or derived from electronic structure calcula-
tions, for example DFT. Fig. 7 shows how the electronic structure of a single adsorbate
orbital is altered by interaction with electronic orbitals of the solid. The surface DOS is
shown in grey and the DOS projected onto the adsorbate orbital is shown in blue for many
choices of model parameters. Panel (a) shows the dependence on the width of the surface
band. Panel (b) shows the changes induced by increasing jVj, and (c) represents the changes
resulting from an upward energy shift in the solid’s electronic band. It is instructive to note
that when the interaction strength, jVj, is small compared to the bandwidth, the adsorbate
represents a broadened resonance within the solid’s band. When jVj is large compared to
the bandwidth, clearly identifiable bonding and anti-bonding orbitals appear [71].
This simple orbital description of the electronic structure of an adsorbate can also be
cast within a semi-classical trajectory approximation – the time-dependent Newns–Ander-
son model – where ea and jVj become dependent upon the distance to the surface and, con-
sequently, upon time [70,103]. Furthermore, the orbital occupancy can be solved using
Keldysh formalism [72,104] or more directly with an ‘‘equations of motion” approach
[105–107], which is simplified in the so-called ‘‘wide band limit” (Fig. 7a – right hand
panel). One may, for example, calculate the time-dependent occupancy of the adsorbate’s
LUMO orbital (e.g. modeled as an affinity level interacting with its image charge). For
those cases where LUMO occupancy is finite as t goes to infinity, one obtains a model
of ionization in surface collisions [72]. By constructing simple models of how this orbital
occupancy influences the molecular structure, one obtains a simple model of electronically
nonadiabatic vibrational energy transfer [72,103]. More specifically, as the adsorbate
vibrates the electronic resonance being described by the Newns–Anderson approach, shifts
up and down in energy around the Fermi level, exhibiting a periodic change of occupancy.
This electronic response is not instantaneous and gives rise to a damping of the vibrational
motion by electron–hole pair excitations. A particularly remarkable example of success of
the Newns–Anderson model is an explanation of the large difference in vibrational life-
times of CO versus CN adsorbed on various metals, which was attributed to differences
in the projected density of states at the Fermi level of the adsorbate’s LUMO resonance
[108]. It has also been shown how the time-dependent Newns–Anderson model may be
Fig. 7. The Newns–Anderson model of interaction in an adsorption system with a semi-elliptic DOS band (gray)
at the surface and a delta function DOS on the adsorbate before the interaction. The resulting adsorbate state
projected DOS (blue) takes a number of forms depending on model parameters. (a) Increasing the bandwidth,W.
(b) Increasing the interaction strength, jVj. (c) Increasing the energy splitting, jed-eaj. The dashed line in (c) is the
Fermi level. From Ref. [71]. (For interpretation of the references in color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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excitation spectrum [109–111], a topic to which we will return below.
While the Newns–Anderson model is remarkably simple and therefore open to
improvements, due to its transparency, flexibility and its ability to lead to intuitive inter-
pretation it has withstood the test of time.2.4. Ultrafast laser induced desorption
The application of ultrafast pulsed lasers, especially with femtosecond (fs) time resolu-
tion allowed additional kinds of experiments on the non-thermal laser-driven surface pho-
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similar degree of insight to that derived from the seminal work on thermal desorption
of H2/D2 from Cu(111) [131–143], while revealing new dynamics taking place at the
sub-nanosecond time scale. For example, as the time delay between two fs laser pulses
is varied, one can observe a dramatic (more than linear) dependence on recombinative
desorption yield of H from Ru when the lasers are nearly overlapped in time [112]. In iso-
topically mixed (H/D) saturation coverages, a large isotope effect between H2 and D2
desorption is seen [112]. These observations are interpreted as evidence that the laser
excited hot substrate electrons mediate the reaction on a timescale that competes with their
equilibration with the phonon bath. See Fig. 8. One can also examine the energy content of
the desorbed molecules using resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization (REMPI) and
time of flight (TOF) methods [113]; the products are found to be translationally and inter-
nally excited. For other examples, like CO desorbing from Ru, the time scale of desorption
is much longer (20 ps) and no isotope effect is seen [114]. SFG detection of vibrationally
excited CO in the process of desorbing is also obtained [115,116]. Evidence of vibrational
energy pooling is also seen [117,118]. When one examines the competition between two
reactions CO2 versus CO production from CO adsorbed to an oxidized Ru surface, quite
interesting results are obtained [119]. Here thermal desorption leads exclusively to CO,
whereas fs laser excitation produces CO2. This is taken as evidence of electron mediated
CO2 production, similar to the H2 desorption from Ru.
In related work, quantum-state distributions were reported for nitric oxide (NO) mol-
ecules desorbed from a Pd(111) surface at a base temperature of 140 K by laser pulses ofFig. 8. A schematic diagram showing how laser driven surface chemistry may be markedly non-thermal. Using fs
laser pulses, the electrons in the metal can be driven far out of equilibrium with the surface phonons. As electron
mediated energy transfer to an adsorbate can be very efficient, this may serve as a means to channel photon
energy directly to the reaction center, see Ref. [99].
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levels. For a fs laser fluence capable of producing substrate electronic temperatures of
approximately 4500 K, the vibrational distribution of the desorbed NO molecules is
roughly thermal with an average degree of vibrational excitation corresponding to a tem-
perature of 2900 K. The high degree of excitation of the NO intramolecular vibration can
be attributed directly to efficient coupling to the EHP generated in the Pd substrate by the
fs laser pulse [144].
There has been substantial theoretical work on electronically nonadiabatic photo-
desorption for which we provide references to recent review articles [145–147], as this topic
falls beyond the scope of this review.
2.5. Scanning tunneling vibrational spectroscopy
In the experiments just described, a short pulse of laser light, which is absorbed by the
substrate results in a transient population of hot electrons that equilibrate with the pho-
nons in several picoseconds. In general terms the molecular desorption process can be con-
sidered the result of electron scattering into an adsorbate resonance, inducing adsorbate
excitation. One may also examine electron scattering through adsorbates by using the
tip of a scanning tunneling microscope, where the tunneling current can induce substrate
motion [148,149]. See Fig. 9. Indeed, a kind of single molecule vibrational spectroscopy
has been demonstrated and exploited [150–166] using an advanced STM instrument [167].
We also mention a few highlights of this work. For example, inelastic electron tunneling
spectra for an isolated acetylene (C2H2) molecule adsorbed on the copper (100) surface
showed an increase in the tunneling conductance at 358 mV, resulting from excitation
of the C–H stretch mode. An isotopic shift to 266 mV was observed for deuterated acet-
ylene (C2D2). Vibrational microscopy from spatial imaging of the inelastic tunneling chan-
nels yielded additional data to further distinguish and characterize the two isotopes [151].
Using this STM induced vibrational excitation, the reversible rotation of a single iso-
lated acetylene molecule between two equivalent sites on the Cu(100) surface at 8 K
was observed. Excitation of the C–H (C–D) stretch mode led to a 10-fold (60-fold)
increase in the rotation rate. This increase was attributed to energy transfer from the
C–H (C–D) stretch mode to the hindered rotational motion of the molecule [150].
The dynamics and chemistry of individual ethylene molecules adsorbed on the Ni(110)
surface at 13 K have also been studied. By applying a voltage pulse to a single ethylene
molecule, the tunneling electrons cause the molecule to reversibly hop away from and back
under the tip. A larger voltage pulse (1.1–1.5 V) induces dehydrogenation and the acety-
lene can be identified through STM vibrational spectroscopy [153].
There is a growing body of work concerning the theoretical interpretation of STM
induced vibrational excitation. See for example Refs. [168–173] of which [168,169] are
reviews. While this topic is largely beyond the scope of this review, we do note the devel-
opment of an electronic-friction-like theory designed to interpret the physical origins of
the effect [171,172]. Theoretical analysis of CO vibrational excitation on Cu(111) and
Cu(100) has been carried out. In this work it is found that the unoccupied 2p*-orbital
on CO turns into a broad and partially filled resonance-like feature in the projected density
of states when interacting with the sp and d bands of Cu. The vibrational damping to the
surface of the CO vibrational motion excited by the tunneling electrons is well described
by the Newns–Anderson model for the 2p*-derived resonance; however, the model is not
Fig. 9. Observation of the rotation of surface adsorbed O2 due to exposure to electron current tunneling from an
STM tip. (A) Prior to the application of the 0.15 V pulse shown in (B). (B) Time-resolved tunneling current
showing the moment of rotation of the O2 molecule. (C) After a single current pulse. (D) After a second current
pulse. The p clouds of the O2 molecule are visualized (white) in the image. From Ref. [152].
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tion. The authors conclude that an important mechanism for vibrational excitation in tun-
neling is missed by this model; namely, one that involves the change of tunneling
amplitude by deformation of the tails of the one-electron wave-functions with vibrational
coordinate [172].
2.6. Molecular-beam surface scattering
The molecular beam methods as a means to study energy transfer at surfaces have been
particularly powerful [174–177]. Molecular beams allow for accurate control of the initial
translational energy and direction of the scattering molecules. This approach naturally
lends itself to accurate measurement of scattering angular distributions and time-of-flight
(TOF) analysis [178,179].
Analysis of scattering angular and TOF distributions and their dependence on initial
conditions, for example initial translational energy, can be used to distinguish between
trapping/desorption and direct scattering events [180–182] an approach that has recently
been extended to atomic and molecular scattering from liquid [183–187] as well as self-
assembled monolayer surfaces [188–195]. In similar way, Eley–Rideal reactive events
can be immediately distinguished from those that follow a Langmuir–Hinshelwood mech-
anism [196–202].
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molecular beams to orient the molecule prior to the collision with the surface [203–209].
Laser based detection of scattered molecules can also be used to observe surface collision
induced alignments [210–215]. Rainbows in angle-resolved measurements of rotational
distributions can be observed [216–222] and in some cases used to extract the orientation
averaged depth of molecular physisorption wells [216].
In addition to state-specific laser based detection, quantum-state specific preparation of
a molecule prior to its collision with the surface is also possible using molecular beams
[223]. For example, infrared excitation of C–H stretching motion in methane has lead
to characterization of the relative efficacy of vibration versus translation in dissociative
adsorption at a nickel surface [224–230]. A similar study for NO (v) excited by narrow-
band infrared light scattering on Au, provided information on the relative influence of
vibration (small) versus translation (large) on trapping [231]. For molecular trapping to
an insulator, HCl (v = 2) on MgO, vibrational deactivation is seen to be slow [232]. Stim-
ulated Raman pumping of H2 and its isotopomers is another example of this approach
[92,223,233–242].
When combined with state-specific detection, experiments like this can obtain simulta-
neous control over the initial and final quantum states, translational energies, and inci-
dence and recoil scattering angles. While most work in this direction has been on the
scattering of simple diatomic molecules, a few applications of IR absorption and bolomet-
ric detection of IR pumped molecules have been reported on systems as complicated as
acetylene scattering from LiF [243–245].
Ion beams are another remarkably useful approach to surface scattering, especially to
control the initial and to measure the final translational energies over wide ranges [246].
When combined with resonance enhanced multi-photon ionization (REMPI) ion sources,
vibrationally state selected ion-surface scattering is even possible. For example, when NO
(v = 0–6) was scattered from GaAs surfaces, the vibrational and translational efficacy of
O and NO production could be examined [247]. The experimental ability to vary the
vibrational quantum number of NO in this work is remarkable; however, there are other
approaches that, under favorable circumstances work even better, namely stimulated emis-
sion pumping [175]. Stimulated emission pumping uses two lasers to excite molecules (typ-
ically diatomics) first to an excited electronic state, (with a different bond length) and
subsequently de-excite them to high vibrational levels of the ground state. This technique
has proven to be very useful in the study of gas-phase energy transfer [174,175,248–262]
and is now being applied to study the interactions of highly vibrationally excited molecules
with solid surfaces.
In the sections above, we have attempted to provide an overview of the methods being
employed in this field, also providing some historical background. We now move to dis-
cussion of some key results that have had especially important impact on how we think
about these problems.
3. Illustrative examples
3.1. Comparing electronically adiabatic to nonadiabatic vibrational energy transfer
NH3 colliding with Au(111) leading to excitation of its umbrella inversion vibration
represents one of the most carefully documented examples of mechanical vibrationally
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dependence on the incidence energy of translation, EI, exhibiting clear thresholds at the
energies where each vibrational channel opens. The relatively low vibrational frequency
of this mode (950 cm1) couples efficiently with the translation in a surface collision.
Indeed, the fact that the thresholds appear precisely where the channels open indicates
the importance of scattering events that leave the surface modes more or less as spectators.
Furthermore, the excitation probabilities are large, demonstrating that a mechanical cou-
pling of translation to vibration can be efficient. Another important observation in this
work was that the vibrational excitation probabilities were nearly perfectly independent
of surface temperature, consistent with the idea that surface degrees of freedom are spec-
tators to the vibrational excitation process.
Very different behavior is observed in scattering of NO from Ag(111) [265], Au(111)
[266] and Cu(111) [267]. See Fig. 11. A strong dependence on surface temperature follows
an Arrhenius law with an activation energy equal to the vibrational energy gap in NO. The
incidence energy dependence also exhibits a ‘‘zero-energy threshold” unambiguously
showing that the conversion of translational to vibrational energy is not direct. Inciden-
tally, the observed incidence energy dependence was successfully reproduced using the
Newns–Anderson model [103]. The Arrhenius surface temperature dependence is pre-
dicted from the statistical mechanical population of hot EHP’s that may resonantly excite
NO vibration, assuming equal excitation probability for all EHP’s. This view was chal-
lenged by models that successfully reproduced the experimental observations based on
thermal phonon to vibration energy transfer [268,269], albeit the activation energy in
the Arrhenius form was seen to depend on incidence energy [268,270,271]. Additional the-
oretical work pointed out that the survival probability of NO would exhibit much stronger
dependence on incidence energy in an electronically nonadiabatic picture than in anFig. 10. Adiabatic vibrational energy transfer of NH3 umbrella vibration in collision with Au(111). The EI
dependence exhibits thresholds. From Ref. [264].
Fig. 11. Electronically nonadiabatic vibrational excitation of NO on Ag(111). An Arrhenius like temperature
dependence and a ‘‘zero-energy” threshold in the EI dependence are characteristic. From Ref. [265].
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to v = 2 with a narrowband infrared laser and both excitation and de-excitation could be
observed as a function of surface temperature and incidence energy [273], results of which
supported the original electronically nonadiabatic interpretation.3.2. Predicting the magnitude of electronically nonadiabatic effects
While EHP-V energy transfer is now reasonably well established for NO/Ag, informa-
tion and successful connection to first principles theory for a wider variety of molecule/
surface interactions will be necessary before we might gain confidence in being able to pre-
dict the magnitude of electronically nonadiabatic interactions. In the absence of such the-
ories, we seek ‘intuitive proxies’ that might help guide our efforts to seek diversity of
behavior in the study of electronically nonadiabatic energy transfer. The energy of the
affinity level is one such proxy. Consider Fig. 12, which shows a comparison of three mol-
ecules: NO, HCl and H2 [252,274]. In each case the separated atoms exhibit large electron
affinities, which are reduced as the atoms form a chemical bond. When one realizes that
the energies of all negative ion states shown in this figure drop dramatically (due to image
charge interaction) in the vicinity of a solid surface, it becomes clear that charge transfer
may play a vitally important role in the bond dissociation occurring at interfaces. Hell-
mann has discussed this topic in an extensive way and attempted to accurately characterize
how the molecular potentials of several diatomics change with approach to an Al surface
[275,276]. Here it is enough to point out the qualitative characteristics of the isolated dia-
tomic. Specifically, it is reasonable to expect that energy at which the anion and neutral
potential curves cross will influence the degree of vibrationally coupled charge transfer
in surface collisions.
Of the three molecules shown in Fig. 12, clearly H2 has the highest energy of anion/neu-
tral crossing. We might therefore expect H2 to behave more adiabatically. This basic ques-
Fig. 12. Comparing the electron binding energetics in three simple molecules. In all cases the electron binding
energy depends strongly on bond length. If electron transfer is important in surface interactions, these energetics
might play an important role. At present, this represents one commonly employed (but not fully tested) means to
attempt to predict electronically nonadiabatic influences. Adapted from Ref. [252,274].
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tional to vibrational excitation of H2 and D2 in collisions with Cu(111) were observed
with a novel time resolved incidence energy technique [141]. Here a tungsten nozzle with
effusive expansion is used with a chopping wheel to create a short pulse of molecules with a
wide velocity distribution. Time resolved detection of scattered molecules scans incidence
energy. While the excitation probability was large, there was no need to invoke nonadia-
batic influences. Rather, the dependence of vibrational excitation on incidence energy was
found to resemble the function determined for dissociative chemisorption of molecules in
the v = 0 state [142]. This suggests that translational–vibrational coupling can be strong
when molecules closely approach a dissociation barrier. This ‘‘failure to launch” mecha-
nism for vibrational excitation in surface collisions is obviously of great importance and
furthermore promises to provide one of the very few ways that one might directly probe
Fig. 13. Six-dimensional calculations of surface chemistry describe distance from the surface (z), bond length (r),
orientation of the molecular bond (/,h), and the site of attack on the surface (x,y). Only with at least six-
dimensions, can the site specific nature of surface interactions be properly described.
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been extensive work on this and related H2 dissociative adsorption systems. The survival
probability of H2 (v = 1, J = 1) in collisions with Cu(110) was measured directly and
found to be 0.74 ± 0.13 at incidence energy = 0.078 eV [233] and to decrease with increas-
ing incidence energy [234]. Further work helped to elucidate the loss channels, which
include chemisorption and ro-vibrational energy exchange [236,238]. Comparison of
extensive experimental data and 6D (Fig. 13) quantum dynamics calculations on a DFT
derived potential energy surface have also been reported for this system [238]. Although
agreement is good, some significant discrepancies remain, which have recently been attrib-
uted to electronically nonadiabatic influences modeled with reduced dimensionality quasi-
classical trajectories and ab initio electronic friction coefficients [92].
But these conclusions remain controversial. Indeed, there is more than a little evidence
to suggest that the adiabatic approach to surface chemical reactivity using DFT captures
much of the physics of the dissociation of H2 on metals [277–279]. The advent of 6D quan-
tum dynamics calculations has proven to be very significant. For example, using a 6D
approach with a DFT potential surface gave reasonable agreement with experiments for
both H2 dissociative adsorption as well as diffractive reflection on Pt(111) [280]. Instruc-
tively, dissociative reaction probabilities of N2 on Ru(0001) are dramatically reduced
when comparing results calculated with a 2D (‘‘elbow potential”) [93] to those obtained
in 6D [281]. One reason for this is undoubtedly the importance of site specific reactivity.
If, as appears to be the case for N2 in Ru(0001), only certain surface sites are reactive, the
comparison of reduced dimensional calculations to reaction probabilities is highly suspect.
On the other hand, calculations of other features of the reaction, for example the vibra-
tional population distribution of N2 from associative desorption may be accurately repro-
duced with lower dimensional calculations [93].3.3. Observing the transition from adiabatic to nonadiabatic behavior
Referring once again to Fig. 12, the interactions of HCl with Au(111) are particularly
interesting as it lies intermediate between NO, where much evidence of electronically non-
adiabatic effects has been found, and H2 where the role of electronic nonadiabaticity is still
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first carried out with state, angle and velocity resolution by Lykke and Kay [282] providing
extensive and detailed information on rotational excitation. A schematic diagram of their
experiment is shown in Fig. 14, providing a representative example of the instrumentation
used in this field. Analyzing the surface temperature and incidence energy dependence of
the HCl rotational excitation, these authors extracted an ‘‘orientation averaged” binding
energy of 0.2 eV, which still serves as the best estimate of the HCl/Au binding energy.
Angular distribution measurement gave clear evidence of specular scattering and, while
it is clear that direct scattering dominates the observations of this work, there is still some
question as to the importance of trapping-desorption. Considering the apparatus of
Fig. 14, the normal component of incidence energy (as low as 0.02 eV) is a factor of 10
lower than the incidence energy itself, which was varied from 0.2 to 1.3 eV. In light of
the derived binding energy one would expect some evidence of trapping. Indeed some
reported angular distributions in this work (surface temperature = 300 K, incidence ener-
gy = 0.2 eV) showed tentative evidence of trapping. But at reduced surface temperature
the coshf contribution disappeared, leading the authors to cast doubt on the conclusion
that trapping had been observed. The increased residence time of trapped molecules at
100 K might provide an alternative explanation for the disappearance of the coshf contri-
bution to the angular distribution.Fig. 14. An excellent example of the experimental arrangement used in surface scattering experiments. A pulsed
molecular beam is synchronized with a chopping wheel and laser-based state selective detection is used to monitor
scattered molecules. Rotation of the target surface can be used to obtain information on angular distributions.
Timing the detection with respect to the chopper provides velocity information. Used by permission from Ref.
[282].
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ically designed for enhanced sensitivity to low probability scattering events [283]. This
apparatus is also capable of obtaining angular distributions at a fixed value of the normal
incidence energy, albeit the incidence angle is fixed close to normal. HCl vibrational, rota-
tional, angular and temporal distributions were recorded for more than 24 choices of inci-
dence energy and surface temperature and extensive data on vibrational excitation of HCl
v = 0–1 was obtained [284]. See Fig. 15. Several experimental observations suggest a
mechanical, i.e. electronically adiabatic mechanism at low surface temperature. First of
all, a marked incidence energy threshold is strong evidence that translational energy is
directly converted to vibrational excitation. See the discussion of NH3 on Au above. Less
obvious but equally important, the absolute excitation probabilities are some four orders
of magnitude lower than for NO/Ag, perhaps suggesting the efficient electronically non-
adiabatic pathway has been ‘‘turned off” under these conditions. Interestingly, the
observed threshold is substantially above the energy required to excite HCl from v = 0–
1. This was rationalized as the inevitable excitation of the surface degrees of freedom in
a molecule surface collision. While these results are obviously similar, it is quite interesting
to note that the threshold overshoot observed for HCl on Au, explained as inevitable sur-
face excitation, is not apparent in the case of NH3 on Au. The significance of this is pres-
ently not clear.
Additional evidence for a mechanical mechanism at low surface temperature is found in
scattering angular distributions, shown in Fig. 16. In each panel the open symbols show
the angular distribution of the incident HCl (v = 0) beam. The closed symbols indicate
the outgoing scattered HCl molecules in v = 1, J = 6. The incidence energy of translation
is also indicated. The lower panel, which was measured at an incidence energy significantlyFig. 15. A mechanical mechanism for vibrational excitation. The vibrational excitation probability of HCl
(v = 0–1) in collisions with a room temperature Au(111) surface. From Ref. [284].
Fig. 16. Further evidence of a mechanical mechanism. The angular distribution of HCl (v = 1) recoiling from
Au(111) collapses and shifts to normal recoil at the threshold (upper panel) for vibrational excitation. The
angular distribution above threshold is shown in the lower panel for comparison. From Ref. [284].
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imental observations of this work, exhibiting a 30 FWHM and peaking at the specular
angle of 7. The upper panel was obtained very close to the threshold for HCl (v = 1) pro-
duction. Remarkably, the angular distribution has collapsed to a width limited by the res-
olutions of the experiments (the angular width of the incident beam) and the peak of the
distribution has shifted significantly away from specular in the direction of normal inci-
dence. This remarkable observation was explained by near complete consumption of ini-
tial translational energy (by HCl ro-vibrational and surface excitation) such that only
those molecules that happened to depart along the surface normal had the ability to escape
the surface. By this explanation, the majority of HCl (v = 1) molecules formed in the col-
lision were trapped to the surface and remain undetected in this experiment.
Perhaps, the most remarkable outcome of this work is the appearance of a change in
behavior at elevated surface temperature and reduced incidence energies [285]. This can
be seen in Fig. 17, which provides an overview of the results of all of the experiments
and a comparison to the previous work for NO on Ag. The solid lines drawn over the
Fig. 17. TS dependence of vibrational excitation probability of HCl (v = 0? 1) from Au(111) for incidence
energies: 0.59 eV }, 0.86 eVN, 1.12 eV h, and 1.37 eV d. Comparison to NO data is also shown. The Arrhenius
like dependence (solid and dashed lines) is expected for hot electron hole pair induced vibrational excitation.
From Ref. [285].
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the vibrational spacing in HCl. This is analogous to the previous analysis for NO on Ag,
where of course the Arrhenius line (dashed) has a smaller slope. These results were inter-
preted as a transition from a mechanical mechanism to an electronically nonadiabatic
mechanism as surface temperature is increased.
Complementary experimental studies examined the reaction H(g) + Cl(ad on Au)?
HCl(g) + Au(111) [200,202]. Molecular beam time-of-flight (TOF) techniques were
employed to determine angular and velocity distributions of the HCl product, and reso-
nance-enhanced multi-photon ionization was used to determine rotational and vibrational
state distributions. While evidence of Langmuir–Hinshelwood (LH) reaction, where the
H-atom first thermally accommodates to the surface was also seen, the TOF and angular
distributions provide clear evidence for an Eley–Rideal (ER) mechanism, that is, direct
abstraction of the Cl-atom by the H-atom. This mechanism yields a fast (early) peak in
the TOF distributions and a narrow angular distribution that is asymmetric with respect
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from the normal in the direction of the specular angle as the energy of the incident H-atom
is increased from 0.07 to 0.3 eV. The mean energy of the ER product is about 0.6 eV, but
increases slightly with increasing incidence energy. The fast (ER) TOF component is itself
found to be composed of at least two contributions, assigned to HCl product formed in
v = 0 and v = 1 (with some contribution from v = 2). The rotational state distribution
for the HCl (v = 0) product of the ER mechanism is found to be distinctly non-Boltzmann,
with a mean rotational energy of about 0.11 eV, or about 5% of the available energy. The
vibrational state distribution for the ER process peaks in v = 1 and represents only about
14% of the available energy.
For the ER products, the mean total energy carried away in the HCl product is only
about half of the theoretically available energy and the observed vibrational distribution
is much less energetic than a comparable gas-phase reaction H + Cl2? HCl + Cl. This
suggested that vibrational energy might be efficiently quenched by coupling between the
departing molecule and the surface, presumably through an efficient vibration to EHP
energy transfer mechanism.
Theoretical treatments using quasi-classical trajectories and a 6D DFT potential energy
surface have been used to model the approach of the H-atom to the surface adsorbed Cl-
atom. This work also modeled the transfer of energy to the surface phonons using a
method developed by Shalashilin et al. [286]. This work identified three possible reaction
mechanisms: ER, LH and a ‘‘hot atom” (HA) mechanism, where the initially adsorbed H-
atom does not fully accommodate to the surface before reaction takes place [287–290]. The
calculations showed that the HA mechanism might dominate the reaction, representing an
alternative explanation to the low energy content of the products; however, significant dis-
crepancies between experiment and theory remain. For example, experimental observa-
tions interpreted as non-reactive H-atom sticking at 100 K are not found in the
calculations, even when the model is implemented with ‘‘strong damping”. Furthermore,
the calculated HCl vibrational and translational distributions are more energetic than
observed. This prompted comment that energy transfer to EHP’s might be important in
enhancing H-atom sticking (consequently decreasing in importance the HA mechanism)
and vibrationally relaxing the departing HCl molecule [290].
The available energy in the H + Cl(ad on Au)ER reaction is capable of producing HCl up
to v = 8, which is indeed found in the theoretical calculations. The large amplitude vibra-
tional motion of HCl (v = 8) is highly anharmonic, both mechanically and electronically.
Precisely how energy transfer may occur in this case is still an open question; but there is
growing evidence that the phenomena observed for NO (v = 0–1) excitation on metals can
increase significantly with vibrational energy. Laser assisted associative desorption of N2
from N-atom adsorbed on Ru(0001) is one such example [93,291]. Here experimentally
observed vibrational distributions peak in v = 0; whereas 2D theoretical calculations with
no coupling to EHP’s peak in v = 6 [93]. Similar results for the vibrational distribution
have recently been obtained for adiabatic 6D calculations [292].
3.4. Charge transfer in the case of large amplitude vibrational motion
Direct studies of the energy transfer of highly vibrationally excited molecules at surfaces
have also been carried out. For example, NO can be prepared in vibrational states higher
than v = 18 using stimulated emission pumping with sufficient efficiency to carry out
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and insulators [251] is dramatically different. See Fig. 18. On a metal, NO (v = 15) looses
on average about half of its vibrational energy in a direct scattering collision (sub-picosec-
ond time scale); whereas NO (v = 12) looses only a small amount of vibrational energy
even when trapping/desorption dominates (pico-nanosecond time scale). While more work
is clearly needed, this has been reasonably attributed to efficient vibrational energy transfer
to the metal’s electronic degrees of freedom.
As an aside, we point out the dearth of similar experimental (or theoretical) work on
semiconductors. Here one might predict to see strong and intuitively simple influences
of the semiconductor band gap energy on the amount of vibrational energy exchanged
with the surface. Perhaps relevant to this is the observation of multi-quantum vibrational
relaxation of NO (v = 15) on oxidized copper surfaces [255]. While this work was designed
to probe vibrational promotion of copper oxidation [254], it makes plain the feasibility of
experiments similar to those presented in Fig. 18 for Cu(I) and Cu(II) oxides, which are
chemically similar metal semiconductors with very different band gaps.
A possible mechanism, dubbed ‘‘vibrational auto-detachment” has been proposed
which involves electron transfer from the metal to the NO molecule when the diatom bond
is stretched near its outer turning point of vibration and the electron is retransferred to the
metal during the anion’s bond recompression [248]. Such a mechanism is qualitatively dis-
tinct from an electronic friction mediated mechanism where vibrational deactivation
energy is coupled to an ensemble of low energy EHP excitations [87]. Here, all of the vibra-
tional energy exchanged with the surface can be transferred to a single metal electron.
Consistent with this idea, experiments carried out on low work function surfaces exhibit
vibrationally promoted electron emission [248–250,256]. See Fig. 19. The energetic onset
of electron emission is close to the surface work function, strongly suggesting the direct
conversion of molecular vibration to the kinetic energy of a single electron.Fig. 18. Vibrational energy loss to an insulator (left) and a metal (right) surface for collisions of highly
vibrationally excited NO. Left panel – when NO is prepared in v = 12, energy transfer to LiF is approximately
vibrationally elastic. Right panel – when NO is prepared in v = 15, collisions with Au(111) transfer an average of
1.3 eV to the surface. Adapted from Ref. [252].
Fig. 19. Vibrational promotion of electron emission resulting from collisions of NO (v) with a Au(111) surface
with fractional monolayer coverage of Cs. The vertical bar represents the recently determined uncertainty in the
work function of the solid. The absolute probabilities have been revised upward from a previous publication,
based on more recent work. The figure is adapted from Ref. [250].
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The topic of chemically induced electron emission from surfaces is, of course, not new
and has been reviewed [293–296]. Indeed observation of an analogous process, reaction of
O2 with Al and Mg producing light, has been known for at least 30 years [297] and less
unambiguous evidence for similar processes has been available even earlier [298,299]. A
substantial body of observational and mechanistic work is now available on this topic.
For example, oxidation by N2O [209,300,301] NO, NO2 [302] and O2 [303–307] of alkali
metals results in electron emission. Using O2 as the oxidant in some cases, O
 ejection
is also seen [307–310]. These observations lead to a novel O2 oxidation mechanism, where
sequential two electron transfer from the alkali metal to the O2 molecule (‘‘harpooning”)
results in an unstable O22 , which dissociates sending one O
 away from the surface and
the other toward the surface. The O heading toward the surface can be considered a hole
as it will rapidly be converted to O2. Due to the low density of states near the Fermi level,
this hole dives rapidly below the Fermi level before being filled. Upon filling, an Auger-like
process is initiated that can result in electron emission. The term ‘‘chemical hole diving”
was coined to describe this mechanism [296]. Typical emission probabilities of 106 were
observed. For oxidation by N2O, vibrational promotion and orientation dependence was
observed [209,300,301], supporting the importance of harpooning in this chemistry. Crit-
ical to this mechanism is the speed of the hole relative to the surface. By increasing the
speed of the hole toward the surface using accelerated molecular beams of O2, the electron
emission probability increases [311], as the Born–Oppenheimer breakdown becomes more
important. The dependence on incidence velocity is in fact quite strong, following a form
P  ev0=v originally proposed by Brako and Nørskov [70,312]. Here, v is the velocity of
the incoming molecule and v0 is a constant, predicted by the model.
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believed to exhibit a very different mechanism. Specifically a ‘‘vibrational auto-detachment
mechanism” has been proposed [250]. Here, approximately adiabatic electron capture by
NO appears to happen at a critical tunneling distance from the surface when NO is near its
outer vibrational turning point. As the transient NO bond recompresses, the affinity level
increases rapidly in energy [252]. In a simple classical view, the relative velocity between
the N and the O-atom reaches about 10,000 m/s for NO (X2P1/2, v = 18) within
s1/4  6 fs, shifting the affinity level upward by more than 4 eV (well above the vacuum
level) within the first vibrational half-cycle (12 fs). Near the inner turning point, a vertical
electronic transition to the neutral state may result in conversion of large amounts of
vibrational energy to electron excitation [252]. This mechanism is similar to a recent model
[100], which has successfully captured the most important qualitative aspects of the exper-
imental observations.3.6. Chemi-currents measured with Schottky diode sensors
The experiments just described are some of the only ones where the hot electrons pro-
duced in Born–Oppenheimer breakdown can be directly observed through emission. But
they are not the only ones of this kind. In 1999, some of the most exciting experiments
on the topic of electronically nonadiabatic molecule surface interactions were carried
out using Schottky diodes to directly detect hot electrons produced by exoergic surface
chemical reactions [313–316]. See Fig. 20. Specifically, ultrathin metal films were evapo-
rated on Si(111) surfaces at substrate temperatures of 175 K. By use of a microfabricated
device structure, zero-force electrical contacts were formed on the thin Cu layers during
evaporation. They allowed current/voltage measurements of diodes with Cu films between
40 and 60 A˚. The diode formed in this way exhibits a large inhomogeneous interface with aFig. 20. Schematic diagram of a Schottky diode chemi-current sensor. Exothermic adsorption to a metallic thin
film creates hot electrons that are transmitted above the Schottky barrier, U. The Fermi level of the metal is
indicated as EF. Adapted from Ref. [318].
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hydrogen sensors. The term ‘chemi-current’ was coined to describe the observed flow of
electrons from the Cu film through the conduction band of the Si to the collector when
the diode is exposed to H-atoms. The current is based on electronically nonadiabatic
EHP creation which occurs during exothermic adsorption of hydrogen on Cu surfaces.
This phenomenon has since been demonstrated for a wider variety of surface reactions
and replacing silicon by germanium [293,317–326]. In similar devices, others have also
observed chemi-current, for example produced by the catalytic oxidation of CO to CO2
[327–334]. Temperature dependent measurements showed an Arrhenius like behavior to
the chemi-current, which had a similar activation energy to the surface reaction [327]. Inci-
dentally, by placing photoreceptors at the thin metal film’s surface, a new approach to
photovoltaics was demonstrated [335–337].
Up to now there have been very few experiments, which directly detect the energy dis-
tribution of the hot electrons produced by energy transfer at surfaces. For exoelectrons
resulting from Cs oxidation, low resolution results were obtained using a hemispherical
energy analyzer [305]. Interpreted within the chemical hole diving mechanism described
above, the maximum energy cut-off suggested that holes could dive up to about 2.5 eV
below the Fermi level. Of course, the energy distribution of the endo-electrons is not
obtained in such an experiment. More recently, a strong isotope effect between
H(3.7 ± 0.7) and D(1) atom chemi-current is seen [324,325]. Assuming a Boltzmann elec-
tron energy distribution, this isotopic ratio was used to derive the electron temperature for
H on Cu (Teff,H = 1690 ± 300 K), which compares favorably to that calculated from a
novel electronic-friction based model [88,110,111], which we now discuss in more detail.3.7. The importance of a spin-transition in chemi-current production
While other theoretical frameworks have been proposed to understand the electronic
excitation spectrum [338], one in particular has met with significant success. This approach
starts with a standard first principles electronic structure theory energy calculation of H at
a position above the Cu surface, and proceeds to combine classical, quantum oscillator,
and time-dependent density functional methods to provide a consistent description of
the nonadiabatic energy transfer from adsorbate to substrate. An important characteristic
artifact of this theory is that the friction coefficient diverges when the DFT calculations are
carried out within an assumption of spin adiabaticity; that is, minimizing the total energy
of the system with respect to variation of the magnetization density as well as the charge
density [111]. More descriptively, the spin adiabatic DFT calculation predicts that as the
affinity level of the H-atom passes through the Fermi level, the spin polarization is sud-
denly quenched [110]. See Fig. 21 – Left panel, which represents the adiabatic limit of
the filling of the two spin states of the H 1s orbital, approaching a copper surface. While
the influence of the spin-transition on the potential energy is insignificant, it causes the
electronic friction coefficient to diverge.
This spin-transition is an unphysical result predicting infinite stopping power due to
electronic friction. It arises from the difficulty of describing spin conservation with DFT
in this system. In a somewhat ad hoc way, a spin-constrained version of DFT was applied,
which was successful in removing the divergence of the friction at the spin-transition dis-
tance, replacing it with a smooth function that peaks at this distance. It is this theory that
Fig. 21. Spin-transition as H approaches a copper surface as derived from spin adiabatic DFT calculations. Left
panel – the H-atom affinity level (a half-occupied 1s orbital with spin up) suddenly accepts another electron (spin
down) at 2.35 A˚ above the surface, where the affinity level crosses the Fermi energy. Right Panel – the width of
the projected density of states onto the 1s orbital (assumed equal for both spin states) can also be calculated.
Reproduced from Ref. [107].
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[324,325].
More recently DFT calculations were used to derive the affinity level’s resonance energy
and width, two key parameters necessary to employ the Newns–Anderson model of elec-
tronically nonadiabatic adsorption [107,109,339]. These are shown in Fig. 21. Using these
as ‘‘input data” to the Newns–Anderson model, nonadiabatic dynamics were calculated
(Fig. 22). Here the orbital occupancy of the initially occupied and unoccupied (affinity
level) spin states can be seen as a function of time for a trajectory passing through the
spin-transition region. Here the solid lines are the adiabatic limit and the dashed lines indi-
cate a typical outcome for realistic nonadiabatic input parameters for H on Cu(111).
Notice the significant time lag in orbital filling between the adiabatic and nonadiabatic
cases. In the right panel, the energy transfer rate, which diverges in the adiabatic limit –
solid line – is moderate and finite for the nonadiabatic case. One important outcome of
this work is the demonstration that electronic friction theories or other ‘‘nearly adiabatic
theories” are incapable of realistically describing the energy transfer of H-atom translation
to EHP excitation near the spin-transition distance [107]. Thus the previous interpretation
of the isotope effect to derive an electronic temperature must be viewed with caution
[324,325].
Using a fully ab initio approach, time-dependent density functional theory for the elec-
tronic degrees of freedom has been combined with Ehrenfest dynamics for the nuclei to
simulate electron–hole pair excitation due to electronic friction during the chemisorption
of H-atoms on an Al(111) surface [340–345]. The importance of EHP excitation in the
vicinity of the spin-transition is confirmed in these calculations [341] and an isotope effect
is found [340]. Due to the computational overhead, this approach has not yet been exten-
sively applied and compared to experiment. Nevertheless, one can calculate the spectrum
of electronic excitations for a single trajectory of a few hundred femtoseconds with a single
PC. Parallelization of this approach appears quite promising.
Fig. 22. Application of Newns–Anderson model in the vicinity of the spin-transition as H adsorbs to copper. As
time increases, the H-atom moves toward the surface and through the spin-transition. The left panel shows the
occupancy of the two 1s spin states. The right panel shows the energy transfer rate to EHP excitation. The solid
line is the adiabatic limit where the energy transfer rate diverges. The dashed line shows a realistic nonadiabatic
outcome from the Newns–Anderson model. Note that charge transfer lags as the trajectory passes the adiabatic
spin-transition. The dotted line shows a fictitious calculation of a 100-fold slower trajectory approaching the
adiabatic limit. The energy transfer rate is reduced as expected. From Ref. [107].
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potential energy is not significantly influenced by the spin-conservation related problems
exhibited by DFT in the above examples. But this may not always be the case.
3.8. The importance of spin conservation in surface chemical reactions
The dissociative adsorption of O2 on Al(111) has attracted substantial attention as it
represents a remarkable breakdown of the electronically adiabatic application of density
functional theory to properly describe the role of O2 translational energy to promote
the reaction. To understand the problem it is simplest to consider the nature of the poten-
tial energy surface calculated from spin-unconstrained DFT. A 2D cut through the calcu-
lated 6D hyper-surface is shown in Fig. 23 (upper panel), where one would quickly
conclude that this reaction appears to proceed without an entrance channel barrier. Yet
experimentally (lower panel), when the translational energy is increased the reaction prob-
ability increases dramatically, strongly suggesting a barrier along the z-coordinate [346]. It
is likely that an important step in this reaction (and indeed in many surface reactions)
involves electron transfer from the metal to the molecule forming O2 and even O
2
2 which
leads rapidly to dissociation of the O–O bond. As DFT is known to have difficulty describ-
ing transfer of single electrons, one should not be entirely surprised that problems arise for
this system. Preliminary attempts to more correctly model electron transfer in this and
similar reactions have been carried out and point out the importance of taking electron
transfer properly into account [275,276]. An alternative view of O2/Al emphasizes the role
of spin selection rules posing the reasonable question: should there not be a triplet and a
singlet potential surface? [8,347]. Certainly at distances where the molecular orbitals of the
O2 have not yet significantly overlapped with metal orbitals, this must be the case. But at
what distance from the surface does the spin-quenching take place and is it possible that a
Fig. 23. Adiabatic DFT calculations of the O2 approach to Al(111) showing the minimum energy path to
products. The reaction appears to proceed without a barrier. Experiment shows the reaction is strongly enhanced
by EI of translation (motion along the z-axis of the upper panel). Adapted from Refs. [347,346].
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strained DFT approach that allows calculation of a triplet and a singlet potential energy
surface. These surfaces correlate to O2(X
3R) and O2(a
1D) as z goes to infinity. Further-
more, the triplet surface that is indeed the ground state at large z exhibits a significant bar-
rier to dissociation. Modeling the singlet–triplet seam crossing probabilities allows an
accurate reproduction of the observed translational promotion of the reaction.
These results suggest that we have to constantly be on the lookout for errors in the
potential energy surface due to the ways in which DFT handles (or fails to handle)
spin-selection rules. This point is also supported by the work described above of H adsorp-
tion to Cu(111) and the creation of chemi-currents. It is possible that similar electron exci-
tation dynamics to those found in chemi-currents are at play for O2 dissociation on Al
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ity, the mobility of the product O-atoms formed on the Al(111) surface could perhaps be
greatly reduced [348–350].
4. Implications for our way forward
We hope the reader will have gotten some appreciation for the exciting developments
concerning our advancing knowledge of the nonadiabatic molecular interactions at solid
surfaces. Theoretical methods (at least within the adiabatic limit) have become so sophis-
ticated that comparison to surface chemistry experiments is highly valuable. This provides
real opportunities to extract detailed and fundamental understanding from experimental
work. Furthermore, the kinds and qualities of experimental tools now available are inspir-
ing us to carry out ever more sophisticated and well-designed experiments. But the times
are even more exciting. As we delve into a detailed look at the jiggling atoms involved in
energy transfer at surfaces, we find that jiggling atoms lead to ‘‘jiggling electrons”. The
role of excited electronic states appears to be a special unanticipated characteristic of
energy transfer and chemical reactions at surfaces that we have only just begun to under-
stand. Experimental observations on many fronts have shown that our standard adiabatic
approach using DFT has serious flaws for the problems we want to address. Clearly new
theories will be needed in the future that go beyond the limitations of adiabatic DFT. Such
theories are also essential for many other reasons. A first principles understanding of sur-
face (or indeed all of solid state) photochemistry will require such theories. Developing this
understanding will provide much better design and evaluation of the potential of impor-
tant industrial processes like photocatalysis and photovoltaics.
More specifically, we see areas of research that offer immediate rewards. For example,
while the emphasis of this review has been on the special electronic properties present in
collisions at solid surfaces, especially metal surfaces, and the problems our present theories
have to account for these, it is also worth noting that far too little has been done to
advance our understanding of the role of phonons to the level of the chemistry of lattice
distortion. This will be a rich area for future work as computational methods and infra-
structure continue to improve. A good example of recent work is H adsorption to Graph-
ite, where lattice distortions are an essential part of the carbon rehybridization necessary
to form the C–H bond [351–355]. Dissociative adsorption of H2 on Si is another such
example [356]. Development of exact theories of anharmonic phonon coupling, which
treat the multidimensional vibrational coupling problem is also needed. The beginnings
of one approach in this direction appears promising [357,358].
The role of electronic excitations up to now has not been proven to affect the rate of
surface chemical reactions. But this is (in our opinion) only a matter of time. Indeed,
the long standing problem of H-atom adsorption gives an indication of where the first con-
clusive work might come. It has long been understood that due to the large mass-mismatch
between H and the atoms making up most solid surfaces, the sticking of H to those sur-
faces could not be easily explained by translational energy transfer to phonons. Yet it is an
experimental fact that H-atom sticking coefficients to many metals is close to unity.
Indeed, Newns and Nørskov wrote papers more than 25 years ago essentially assuming
that EHP excitation was the dominant energy transfer mechanism allowing H-atom stick-
ing at metal surfaces [73,359]. Furthermore, Newns pointed out that the electronic excita-
tion was mass independent. Yet, there remains no definitive experiment showing that
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cally nonadiabatic coupling of incidence translational energy to EHP excitation would be
very desirable.
Another direction for the future will probe how modifications to the electronic structure
of the solid influence rates of chemical reactions through electronically nonadiabatic cou-
plings. An intriguing study on the thermal desorption of Br (and other halogens) from
Halogen-terminated Si, shows that the chemical reaction rates can depend on the level
of doping in the Si [360,361]. This has yet to be thoroughly understood, yet the implica-
tions are stunning – exploiting the power of semiconductor fabrication and solid state
band structure manipulation to influence heterogeneous catalysis.
Energy transfer on complex surfaces represents another important horizon for future
research. It is now well-known that surface defects can play an important role in chemical
reaction rates at surfaces; perhaps the best know example being the enhanced rates of N2
[362–364] and NO [365,366] dissociation at Ru steps and O2 dissociation on Pt steps [367].
Indeed, heterogeneous catalysis is typically carried out on complex interfacial structures
that may bear little resemblance to a single crystal metal surface. Furthermore, the
enhanced catalytic activity of noble metals when reduced to nanometer-sized particles
[368–371] is yet to be well understood, further emphasizing the importance of complex sur-
faces. Up to now there are few examples of work that probes the how energy-transfer
depends on these subtle aspects of surface morphology. Future studies in this direction
certainly promise new insights and discoveries.
In conclusion, we hope to have provided the reader with an overview of present day
methodology and a collage of interesting examples of work representing the state-of-
the-art in the title field. We hope to have conveyed the underlying impression that the
study of molecular interactions at solid surfaces is presently at a remarkably interesting
point as the cooperation between experimentalists and theorists has never before been
so productive. This has allowed and will allow our basic understanding to advance at a
rapid pace. Furthermore, there are still many areas of research that have not been seri-
ously studied where new approaches are needed providing many opportunities for scien-
tists of different stripes to make important contributions to advance the field.Acknowledgements
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